**SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCES**

**10:30**
- **INTERNATIONAL FLAG PARADE**
- **WELCOMING, LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT** Paul & Denise Pouliot, Cowasuck Band of the Pennacook-Abenaki People
- **GOD BLESS AMERICA** Laurette Nepa, Singer
- **LAS BELLAS MARIPosas** Multicultural Dance Program by Barranquilla Flavor

**12:00**
- **BURUNDI DRUMMING & DANCING** Royal Burundi Drummers of Concord
- **COLOMBIAN FOLKORIC DANCE: CUMBIA** Barranquilla Flavor
- **CHINESE LION DANCE** Wah Lum Kung Fu & Tai Chi Academy
- **AFROPOP/ RHYTHM HIP-HOP** Martin Toe

**2:00**
- **TRADITIONAL INDONESIAN DANCE** Nusantara Kreasindo
- **R&B AND SOUL SONGS** Ruby Shabazz
- **TRADITIONAL NEPALI DANCING** Anya Vaidya
- **NEPALI FOLK AND CLASSICAL MUSIC** Himalaya Heritage Performing Arts

**3:00**
- **CHAMPETA AND MAPALE** Sindy, Soraya, and Anya of Barranquilla Flavor
- **WEST AFRICAN, LATIN, AND CELTIC MUSIC** Senie Hunt
- **ARGINITINIAN TANGO SONGS** Roy Caceres
- **ORIGINAL HIP HOP** FreeMoe
- **TRADITIONAL NEPALI TEEJ DANCE** Local Nepali Ladies
- **CLOSING SONG: WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD** Laurette Nepa

**11:00**
- **WEST AFRICAN DRUMMING** Emperor T-Jiga And The Akwaaba Ensemble
- **ACHOLI TRADITIONAL DANCE** Jane Yen
- **FUN FILLED LATINO CLASSICS & MODERN MULTICULTURAL FAVORITES** Andrés & Joe

**1:00**
- **SALSA** Soraya and Anya of Barranquilla Flavor
- **TRADITIONAL INDIAN DANCE** Vanika, Multicultural Dance Program by Barranquilla Flavor
- **BACHATANGO** Jessica Vaillancourt, Eleganza Dance Company
- **TRADITIONAL NEPALI DANCE** Smarika, Winner of New Americans Got Talent Show
- **MERENGUE Y SALSA** Multicultural Dance Program by Barranquilla Flavor
- **IRISH STEP, CEILI, AND SET DANCING** The In the Field Irish Dancers